Ellen Page plays a pregnant teenager in __
Girls shows the social politics of a high school girls’ clique
Harold and __ Go to White Castle and Escape from Guantanamo Bay
The high school story of Superbad was co-written by Seth __
The __ Movie series are actually comedies
10 Things I Hate About You is a modern version of Taming of the __
Brendan Fraser played a caveman in __ Man with Sean Astin
Drew Barrymore went back to high school in Never Been __
Harry __ and the series of eight movies
Superheroes like Batman, __ Man and Iron Man have teen audiences
I Know What You Did Last __ is a trilogy of movies
In She's All That, __ Prinze Jr. helps a girl’s popularity
First daughter Mandy Moore explores the world in Chasing __
Disney's Jonas Brothers and High School __ are popular with teens
Johnny Depp stole the show in the __ of the Caribbean trilogy
The __ Singer featured Adam Sandler and Drew Barrymore
Jason Biggs starred in __ Pie and Loser
Alicia Silverstone starred in a modern remake of Emma called __
John Heder was Napoleon __
Friday Night Lights and Varsity Blues feature __ games
In 40 Days and 40 Nights, Josh __ tries celibacy
The Princess Diaries and Ella Enchanted star Anne __
__ was the first movie based on the Stephenie Meyer book series
2000's __ __ __ is about a high school cheerleading competition
Friday the 13th, Halloween, and __ on Elm Street are for older teens
Not Another __ __ parodies several other movies of the genre
Ashton Kutcher plays a stoner in Dude, __ __ __?
The remake of __ __ features Lindsay Lohan and Jamie Lee Curtis
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